The behavior of a dissipative chaotic dynamical system is determined by the skeleton of its strange attractor, which consists of an uncountably infinite set of unstable periodic orbits. Each orbit is a topological knot, and the set is an infinite link. The types of knots and links supported by the system may be determined by collapsing the attractor along its local stable manifolds to form a template, a branched two manifold with boundary that supports the same set of knots and links as the original attractor. We show that the strange attractor of a chaotic, vertically forced physical pendulum can be collapsed to a template that supports all knots and links. Thus, one of the simplest and most well known dynamical systems is capable of the most complex behavior possible.
The vertically forced pendulum
The physical vertically forced pendulum with velocity dependent damping is well modeled by the non-dimensional equation of motion
where θ is the angular position measured from the straight down position, ρ is the damping parameter, α is the forcing amplitude, ω the forcing frequency, and overdots denote derivatives with respect to time. This system is capable of chaotic motion in two distinct modes: one where the pendulum bob does not go over the top, and one where it does. The non-over-the-top mode has an attractor that lives in the standard phase plane (θ,θ), but the attractor of the over-thetop mode crosses the periodic boundary θ(−π) = θ(π). Therefore, its surface of section (Poincaré plane) in standard phase space coordinates θ(t) = (θ(t),θ(t)) lives in an annulus. When we must build a phase space using experimental data, we frequently use time delay coordinates θ(t) = (θ(t), θ(t − τ )) [5] 1 , so the surface of section lives on a torus because both boundaries are periodic.
The attractors for both the physical system and the simulation appear to have well defined layers that are stretched and folded into the attractor over the course of a forcing cycle. Numerical computation of the stable manifolds for the pendulum equation indicates that there is a central region about the origin that can be collapsed to a two dimensional manifold containing both the "Z" shaped horseshoe of the non-over-the-top dynamics, and the lobes (the two curves in the "Z") that cross the boundary, containing the over-the-top dynamics.
Figure 1:
On the left, a Poincaré section of the attractor of the numerical simulation of the vertically forced pendulum in standard phase space coordinates, along with some of its local stable manifolds, and on the right a Poincaré section of the physical vertically forced pendulum in reconstructed phase space coordinates.
Templates
Birman and Williams [2] [1], in their research on the knot structure of the Lorenz attractor, successfully used a tool known as the template; a branched two-manifold with boundary that results when an attractor is collapsed along its local stable manifolds. Templates carry the same knots and links as the attractors from which they are constructed, (with at most two additional knots) [2] , and various isotopic moves and surgical excisions can be used to show when one is equivalent to another, or contains another embedded in it.
Definition 1 A template is a compact branched two-manifold with boundary carrying a smooth expansive semiflow. It is built from a finite collection of branching charts, joining charts and strips (with any number n ∈ N of positive or negative half twists) glued together at their upper and lower boundaries. The gluing map respects the semiflow and acts linearly on the edges. Figure 2 shows the geometric template of the non-over-the-top mode of the vertically forced chaotic pendulum. The joining and branching charts are labeled above and below, and are connected by three strips, the middle of which has reconstructed attractor in variables θ(t), θ(t − τ 1 ), ...θ(t − τn) is topologically equivalent to the attractor in a true phase space with variables θ, θ (1) A Poincaré section of the attractor of the vertically forced pendulum in the non-over-the-top mode on the left, a cartoon of the evolution of its horseshoe over one forcing cycle in the middle, and the template constructed from the horseshoe on the right. The flow of the system is translated to a semiflow on the template, which goes from top to bottom. The folds of the horseshoe are cut off, leaving the three strips which expand and join together at the bottom as the folded attractor is squeezed along its stable manifolds. Ghrist [3] showed that there exist simple universal templates that contain every other template as subtemplates. His proof shows that a certain template with an infinite number of alternating "ears" is universal (it supports every knot and link), and that this template is an embedded subtemplate of a simple finite template. Among these universal templates are the Lorenz-like templates L(0, −1) andL(0, 1) shown in Figure 3 .
General Procedure
We will find horseshoes in both a data set taken from a physical pendulum, and one taken from a simulation. Our procedure will be to analyze the evolution of the pendulum attractor by extracting a horseshoe structure and then building a template P from the horseshoe. We will then try to find L(0, −n) andL(0, n), universal Lorenz-like templates, among the set of subtemplates.
We will first construct the horseshoe from the attractor of the over-the-top mode of the physical pendulum by visual inspection of a sequence of snapshots of the evolution of the Poincarè section of the attractor. The horseshoe that we find will guide us in the construction of the template. A template constructed this way is called a geometric template. Of course, results from a carefully constructed geometric attractor cannot be rigorous, but we will show that the horseshoe structure of the attractor does give rise to a template containing a universal subtemplate, and therefore, any system containing such a horseshoe will indeed support all knots and links.
The Physical Pendulum
Our physical pendulum consists of a vertically forced planar bob with eddy current damping whose angular position is read by an optical shaft encoder with a resolution of π/1000 radians. The data is sampled at 16 equally spaced surfaces of section and the attractor built using time delay reconstruction for the second variable of the phase space. Figure 4 shows a sequence of eight surfaces of section of the attractor. Both of the phase space variables θ(t), θ(t − τ ) are periodic, so the phase space is naturally a torus.
The data
The analysis is made easier if we modify the phase space. We can cut the phase space of Figure 5 in a way that does not intersect the attractor. If the phase space is glued at its periodic boundaries and rolled into a torus first, cutting along a 1, 1 torus knot, as in the left hand figure of Figure 5 results in an annulus with a full twist. However, if we perform the indicated surgery first, gluing the excised pieces at one of their periodic boundaries and then glue the remaining periodic boundaries, we are left with an annulus, as in Figure 5 . The reconstructed phase space now matches the standard phase space in terms of the way Poincarè sections of the attractor evolve with forcing.
Close inspection of the progression of Figure 4 suggests that a horseshoe like that shown at the bottom of Figure 6 results after one forcing period of the pendulum. 
Constructing the Template for the Physical Pendulum
For the physical pendulum in the over the top mode, we use the information in Figures 4 and 6 to construct a geometric template. Although templates are usually drawn explicitly with strips, joining and branching charts, we will use a block and string model because of the simplification it will afford us, especially in the second part of this paper where we will have to deal with a template of twenty one strips. The blocks represent the individual strips or groups of strips of a template, and the strings show how the strips evolve. Numbered squares are used to indicate the number and sense of half twists of strips, and we have used the convention that a counterclockwise twist as viewed from the top is positive. The three levels of blocks in the block and string model correspond directly to the three stages of the evolution of the horseshoe as depicted in Figure 6 .
We observe that there are two main events over the course of a forcing cycle: the folding of the core, and the passing of the lobes through the periodic boundary. Although these occur simultaneously, we will break the process into two steps.
First, consider the folding of the attractor into an "Z" shape beginning in the first frame of Figure 4 . This forms the core of the template, represented in the upper right illustration of Figure 6 and the second level of Figure 7 . The central strip of the core, numbered [3, 4, 5] undergoes a negative half twist while the segments [2, 3] and [5, 6] fold around it.
The second part of the process is the passing of the two lobes of the "Z" curve, represented by the segments [2, 3] and [5, 6] , over the periodic boundary. As time progresses, a circle of initial conditions (left) will be deformed into the "Z" shape (right), and then into the shape of the left bottom illustration as the lobes of the "Z" curve pass through the periodic boundary. The bottom right graph of the Poincaré section of the pendulum attractor in an annulus is shown for comparison.
The upper [2, 3] and lower [5, 6] lobes undergo a full positive and a full negative twist, respectively, while flowing through the annulus.
It is easy to see from the block and string template that strip 7 has no torsion, and lies in front of strip 3. Strip 3 has a positive half twist, and is unlinked with strip 7. As a result, strips 3 and 7 form a universal subtemplate, shown in open normal form (see Mindlin et. al. [4] ) in the right illustration of (5, 6) and (2, 3) undergo a full negative twist and a full positive half twist respectively before cladding the core. On the right, the universal templateL(0, 1), which is a subtemplate of the pendulum template.
Horseshoes in a Pendulum Simulation
We now build a template from a simulation of the pendulum equation represented in normal phase space coordinates θ andθ. Our simulation used a fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme to flow forward a parallelogram R of initial conditions in the pendulum's phase space. Under the pendulum dynamics, R stretches and folds to map back into R as a generalized horseshoe. The existence of a horseshoe guarantees that the layers formed by the stretching and folding of the attractor can be collapsed along the stable direction to form a template.
For the chosen set of initial conditions R, it was necessary to integrate over three full forcing periods before a horseshoe of sufficient complexity to support universal templates was formed. We suspect that there is a curvilinear set hugging the attractor that would flow forward to form a horseshoe like that in Figure 6 , and we are currently looking for this set. Figure 8 shows six surface of sections of the evolution of R over three forcing periods spaced half a period apart. 
Formation of the Horseshoe
Let us follow the formation of the horseshoe frame by frame. In the first frame the initial quadrilateral has been compressed and rotated, and the compression and rotation continue into the second frame. By the third frame, some folding of the core has taken place, and two lobes have crossed the periodic boundary. In the fourth frame, we have our first horseshoe structure consisting of five layers. It does not support a universal template, because the lobes that pass over the periodic boundary are not folded.
In the fifth frame, the five layers of frame four are being bent into an "Z" curve, which will form the fifteen layers of the core in the final frame, and two three-layer lobes flank the core on the top and bottom. In the sixth frame, the fifteen layers of the central core and the two three layer lobes have been mapped inside the original quadrilateral, forming a twenty one layer horseshoe.
The horseshoe formed by this simulation can be represented pictorially as in Figure 9 . 
Building the Template
We now describe the construction of the block and string template S of Figure 10 from the horseshoe of Figure 9 , beginning with the upper right graph of Figure 8 . Over the course of a drive cycle, the core twists into a "Z" shape, and the lobes pass over the periodic boundary. The schematic of the horseshoe in the annulus to the right of the template diagram illustrates this stage of the evolution. At this point, the right hand portion of [a, d, c] and the left had portion of [c, b, e] will become lobes, and the core will split into three sections to make another "Z" fold. The block of 5 strips [a, d, c, b, e] is expanded into twenty one strips, representing the twenty one strips in the annular horseshoe. The twisting and mixing is represented by the string and boxes below the twenty one blocks, and the groups that twist and mix together are labeled by α, β, γ, δ and . The groups α and become the new lobes, while the groups β, γ and δ fold together to become the new core.
Figure 10: The block and string template S on the left, and the horseshoe from which it is formed on the right. The upper horseshoe is formed after two forcing cycles, and corresponds to the upper portion of S, while the lower horseshoe of 21 layers corresponds to the lower portion of the template S.
The Template Matrix
In order to make sense of S, we encode the relevant information in a matrix T i,j . In our template matrix, the T i,i entries will code the torsion of a strand, and the T i,j , i = j entries will code the crossings of strands i and j. An auxiliary array beneath the matrix indicates the order of the strands from front to back at the branch line. We will look for Lorenz templates of the form
The criteria that characterize L(0, −n) andL(0, n) are these:
• Pairs of strips must have nonzero crossing numbers
• One strip in the pair must have torsion zero. If the strip with torsion zero is the leftmost of the pair, then -if the rightmost strip has negative torsion, it must lie behind the leftmost strip.
-if the rightmost strip has positive torsion, then it must lie in front of the leftmost strip.
• If the strip with torsion zero is the rightmost of the pair, then -if the leftmost strip of the pair has negative torsion, it must lie in front of the rightmost strip. -if the leftmost strip of the pair has positive torsion, it must lie behind the rightmost strip.
Note that crossing numbers in T i,j are in some cases one less than it would appear from S. This is because a pair of strips can cross near the top, but can be uncrossed at the bottom if their front to back order is of the right type. As an example, let l and r be strips on the left and right respectively, and let l passe over r to the left. If strip l is in front of r at the joining chart, then l can be passed back over r so that the pair is now untwisted. However, if r is in front of l at the joining chart, the twist cannot be undone.
The only entries filled in are the i, i entries and the i, j entries for which T i,i = 0 because one of the strands must have no twist, so we use these strands and their crossing relationships with the other strands to look for universal Lorenz-like templates. We see that there are 8 universal subtemplates of the Lorenz type. 
Summary
We have constructed templates from data from a physical vertically forced pendulum and from a numerically proven horseshoe in a pendulum simulation. The geometric template from the physical pendulum was not validated (this will be the subject of a future paper), but suggested a simple seven strip template that supported the universal subtemplateL(0, 1). The template from the numerical simulation was found to contain several universal subtemplates. Because of this, we say that the pendulum weaves all knots and links.
